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they fit with the harmony of the universe hke
shadows m a painting Han should turn his
back on the pleasures of the world and turn to
the love of God Peter 4.belard (1079-1142)
made the more sophisticated distinction when
he suggested that the wrongness of an act lies
not m the act itself hut in the intention of the
doer God considers not what is done but in
what spint it is done and the ment or praise
of the agent lies not in the deed but in the
intention If we do what we believe to be
right we may err but we do not sin. The only
sinful man Is he who deliberately sets out to do
what he knows to be wrong St Thomas
Aquinas agreed with Aristotle m that he be
lieved the highest good to be realisation of self
is God. has ordained and he also agreed with
Abelard that intention is important Even a
good act is not good unless the doer intended it
to have Rood consequences Intention will not
make a bad act good but it is the only thing
that will mike a good act genuinely good
Tn general Christianity has had difficulties in
solving the problem of the existence of evil for
even when one accepts that the evil men do is
somehow tied up witn the body it is still
difficult to answer the question how conld an
all good God create evil? This is answered in
one of two ways (a} that Adam was given
free will and chose to sin (an answer which still
does not explain how sin could exist anywhere
m the universe of a God who created every
thing) (6) by denying the reality of evil as
some Christians have chosen to do (e g Chris
tun Science <n > The Eastern religions on
the other hand (see Zoroastriamsm) solved the
problem in a more realistic way by a dualism
which denied that their gods were the creators
of the whole universe and allowed the existence
of at least two gods one good dud one evil In
Christianity there la of course a Devil but it is
not explained whence his evil nature came
Later Philosophic Views Hobbes equated
good with pleasure evil with pain. They are
relative to the individual man in the sense that
one man s meat is another man s poison
Descartes believed that the power to distinguish
between good and evil given by God to man
is not complete so that man does evil through
ignorance We act with insufficient knowledge
and on inadequate evidence Locke believing
that at birth the mind is a blank slate held
that men get their opinions of right and wrong
from their parents By and large happiness
is good and pain is evil But men do not
always agree over what is pleasurable and what
not Hence laws exist and these fall into three
categories (1) the divine law (2) civil laws
(3) matters of opinion or reputation which are
enforced by the fact that men do not hke to
inurr the disapproval of then- friends We
learn by experience that evil brings pain and
good acts bring pleasure and basically one is
good because not to be so would bring dis
comfort
Kant (see God and Man) found moral beliefs
to be inherent in man whether or not they can
be proved by reason. There is a categorical
imperative which makes us realise the validity
of two universal laws (1) always act in such
a way that the maxim determining your conduct
might well become a universal law act so that
you can will that everybody shall follow the
principle of your action (2) always act so
as to treat humanity whether in thine own
person or in that of another in every case as an
end and never as a means.
Schopenhauer (1788-1860) was influenced by
Buddhism and saw the will as a blind impelling
striving and desire as the cause of all suffering
The remedy is to regard sympathy and pity as
the basis of all morality and to deny ones
individual will This is made easier if we
realise that everyone is part of the Umveisal
Will and therefore the one against whom we are
struggling is part of the same whole as ourselves
John Stuart Mill and Jeremy Benfcham were
both representatives of the Utilitarian school
believing that good is the greatest good (liappi
ness) of the greatest number (see Utilitarianism)
Lastly there is the view held mostly by political
thinkers that good is what is good for the state
or society in general (see State and Man)
 Graphology the study of the analysis of human
handwriting There are two approaches to
this topic and it is important to separate them
clearly The first involves the attempt on the
part of an expert to decide from looking at a
signature (a) to whom it belongs and (6) whether
or not it is forgery This art is a legitimate
though tacky area of study and graphologists
have been called m as expert witnesses in courts
of law The second approach involves attempts
to detect such tenuous variables as character
from a stud} of an individuals handwrituu,
and the facts here are altogether less clear
Psychologists find it difficult enough to as ess
character or personality in a face to face inter
view and even when they are equipped with a
lange of special tests The general opinion here
would seem to be that some slight information
mi=ht be revealed by a careful study of hand
writing but that the overall effect would be too
unreliable for this kind of graphology to be of
practical value
Guild Socialism a British form of syndicalism
(a v) created in 1906 by an architect A J
Penty who was soon joined by A. R Orage
S G Hobson and G D H Cole The back
giound to the movement was the situation that
although at tha-1- tune the Labour Party had 29
members m the House of Commons a period of
severe economic crisis had shown the govern
ment unwilling and the Labourites unable to do
anything about it the workers were resorting
again to direct action to secure their demands
and the democratic and constitutional methods
to which the Fabians had partly persuaded them
seemed to have failed The guild socialists
advocated a restoration of the mediaeval guild
system as was being recommended by the
French syndicalists whose piogramme involved
a return to direct economic action a functional
industrial structure return of craftsmanship
and distrust of the state Guild socialists
believed thdt value was created by society as a
whole rather than by individuals singly and
that capitalist economists hid recommended the
acquisition of wealth without emphasising the
social responsibilities which wealth should
bring The trade unions were to be organised
to take over and run then- own industries after
nationalisation Thus guild socialists were not
only against capitalism but also against state
socialism in which the state took over the
control of industry Political authority was
held to be uncongenial to human freedom and
therefore nothing was to be gained by the
substitution of state bureaucracy for capitalist
control The National Guilds League formed
m 1915 advocated the abolition of the wages
system self government m industry control by
a system of national guilds acting m conjunction
with other functional democratic organisations
in the community This body was dissolved to
1925 but the theories of guild socialism have
undoubtedly influenced British soci ilism
H
Heresy originally meant a sect or school of
thouBht holding views different from others
(e g Pharisees and Sadducees within Judaism)
Later it came to mean beliefs contrary to ortho
dox teaching (eg Arianism Apolhnariamsni,
Nestoriamsm)
Hinduism the religion and social institutions of the
great majority of the people of India Hindu
ism has no fixed scriptural canon but its doc-
trines are to be found in certain ancient works,
notably the Veto the BraJvmanas the Upam
shads and the Blwgavad pita The dark
skinned Dravidians invaded India between
about 3250 and 2750 b a and established a
civilisation in the Indus valley They were
polytheists who worshipped a number of nature
gods some elements of their beliefs persisted
into Hinduism. They were subdued by a light
skinned Nordic people who invaded from Asia
Minor and Iran about 1500 b o The language
of these Aryan people was Vedic, parent of
Sanskrit in which their religious literature (the
Vedas) came to be written after many centuries
of oral transmission

